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Abstract—We present StressBench, a network benchmarking
framework written for testing MPI operations and file I/O
concurrently. It is designed specifically to execute MPI com-
munication and file access patterns that are representative of
real-world scientific applications. Existing tools consider either
the worst case congestion with small abstract patterns or peak
performance with simplistic patterns. StressBench allows for a
richer study of congestion by allowing orchestration of network
load scenarios that are representative of those typically seen
at HPC centres, something that is difficult to achieve with
existing tools. We demonstrate the versatility of the framework
from microbenchmarks through to finely controlled congested
runs across a cluster. Validation of the results using four proxy
application communication schemes within StressBench against
parent applications shows a maximum difference of 15%. Using
the I/O modeling capabilities of StressBench, we are able to
quantify the impact of file I/O on application traffic showing
how it can be used in procurement and performance studies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Predicting the performance of supercomputers is vitally im-
portant in evaluating their suitability for applications and for
informing the procurement process. Time to solution is usually
the primary metric of consideration, and can be impacted by
OS jitter [1], network contention [2], and resource alloca-
tion [3]. While there exist a variety of simulators focused
on modeling the computational aspects of supercomputers,
consideration of the networking infrastructure has been less
thorough. Since network contention can cause variability in
communication time [4]; it is prudent to develop a bench-
marking tool that is capable of reproducing traffic patterns
commonly seen in scientific applications, thereby allowing for
more faithful replication of these workloads on new and ex-
isting machines. By benchmarking systems using higher level
communication patterns, such a tool enables applications to
be evaluated on a variety of architectures without source code
being released, which is beneficial in the case of commercially
sensitive and/or restricted codes, where the underlying applica-
tion architecture cannot be exposed. Common MPI benchmark

tools either take a generic approach to network congestion [5]
or focus on performance of individual MPI operations [6],
[7]. This generic approach to network congestion may not be
representative of what can be expected from a shared multi-
user system.

Understanding the interactions and impact between appli-
cations on a multi-user system can be used to improve both
resource scheduling and allocation, and the communication
patterns themselves, e.g., the development of communication
avoiding algorithms such as those used within linear solver
applications [8].

In this paper we address these shortcomings with the
development of a novel network replication framework called
StressBench, that is capable of executing complex commu-
nication patterns concurrently and reproducing application
workflows. StressBench allows for user-defined, customis-
able communication patterns and interactions that can generate
representative, realistic congestion.

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We document the development of a customisable network

and I/O benchmarking tool that uses traffic patterns to
evaluate architectures;

• We evaluate the tool against commonly used network mi-
crobenchmarks and validate application workflow repli-
cation with four proxy applications all within 15% dif-
ference;

• We replicate a full system run and use this to demonstrate
the impact of network contention on the time-to-solution
of multiple proxy applications;

• Finally, we extend our full system replication to present
a novel case study assessing communication performance
while in contention with common I/O strategies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion II explains the research area; Section III describes the
system architecture of StressBench; Section IV outlines a
validation study of StressBench; In Section V we present
two performance studies performed with StressBench; finally,
Section VI concludes this paper.
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II. RELATED WORK

The usual approach to assessing the performance of mas-
sively parallel systems consists of executing a large set of
benchmarks with a variety of differing communication pat-
terns, often sequentially. How concurrently running applica-
tions interact with a machine’s shared resources (i.e., the
interconnect and parallel file system) is usually difficult to
understand. As a result, these benchmarks fail to provide an
accurate picture of application performance as they are unable
to capture realistic network usage and highlight potential
issues such as load imbalances that may affect the performance
of collective operations [9].

ScalaBenchGen provides a way to automatically trace and
replay applications as a synthetic MPI benchmark [10]. This
approach uses the MPI Profiling layer (PMPI) to capture the
MPI events which are stored chronologically; these events
are then replayed through a custom tool. One limitation of
ScalaBenchGen is that it provides no capability to scale
communication sizes as multiple application traces must be
captured with varying sizes.

File I/O can often interfere with MPI communications as
large amounts of traffic are sent and received over the network.
Dickson et al. have studied the I/O characteristics of large
applications by replicating I/O workloads with MACSio [11].
This is achieved by capturing Darshan [12], [13] logs of appli-
cations, parsing the log files and generating input parameters
for MACSio.

Common MPI Benchmarks include the Intel MPI Bench-
marks (IMB) [6], OSU Microbenchmarks (OSU) [7], and
SKaMPI [14]. These microbenchmarks focus on the perfor-
mance of singular MPI operations: either point-to-point or
collective operations. They are useful when trying to diagnose
application performance issues as they often report the average
time for MPI operations. SKaMPI is no longer under active
development but was extended to cater for complex commu-
nication patterns [15].

The NAS Parallel Benchmarks replicate commonly used
application patterns to benchmark systems [16]. While this
benchmark suite comprises a wide variety of parallel patterns
it does not orchestrate them to show how the patterns can
interact with or affect one another.

More recent benchmarks such as GPCNeT look at testing
network performance in isolation and under load [5]. GPCNeT
provides artificial noise in a network with four congestor
patterns and is designed to stress a system rather than provide
representative communication of a specific workload.

Task Bench is a parameterised benchmark for evaluating
parallel systems [17]. It allows for rapid replication of a
variety of programming models and applications. Configurable
parameters allow the tuning of the length of the benchmark;
the degree of parallelism; the type of kernel (such as a stencil
or sweep) and tuning of any potential imbalance. This task-
based approach is a novel idea that allows for flexibility
and customisation. One drawback of this tool is that it only
focuses on one task at a time meaning that it is difficult

to understand how the chosen benchmark will perform in a
production environment.

I/O studies looking at improving performance are not
new [18]–[20]. These studies typically focus on tuning I/O
parameters for specific applications and systems. They often
fail to consider the I/O subsystem being a shared resource and
as such what contention may be affecting their performance.

Wright et al. have investigated the effects of I/O per-
formance in relation to contention of the I/O nodes within
a system [21]. They note that contention within the I/O
subsystem can result in a 13% performance decrease on a
multi-user system.

Our proposed StressBench tool overcomes the limitations
discussed above by allowing a configurable workload to be run
tailored to the applications that interest the system evaluator.

III. STRESSBENCH

StressBench was designed to be flexible and applicable to
all parallel workloads, this is done through a portable interface
that allows for extension and additions to the communication
patterns. Motifs are small implementations of communication
patterns. Multiple motifs can be chained together to create a
job which can resemble a production application. A motif is
applied in three phases:

Decomposition In this phase, StressBench breaks up the
global MPI communicator world into the relevant MPI groups
which each have multiple communication patterns associated
with them. Once the MPI groups have been constructed, the
communication patterns themselves perform a decomposition
if required to establish their nearest neighbours in the case of
a halo exchange.

Perform During the perform phase the communication
patterns execute as if they were a standalone application using
their MPI communicator to communicate. Each pattern is
timed individually and the total job is timed.

Cleanup The cleanup phase allows the patterns to safely
clean up any resources that have been consumed. Each job
also collates the timings from each of its group’s ranks and
then prints these to standard output.

These three phases are separated by global barriers to ensure
they begin at the same time such that the patterns under
test are controlled tightly to ensure that they are performed
concurrently.

Listing 1 shows an example TeaLeaf iteration with I/O write
after.

StressBench reports aggregated timings this includes the
total job time and the time of each motif within a job.
These aggregated statistics include the minimum, average and
maximum time per job and motif. Further timing can be
collected inside of a motif to provide further insight in to
behaviour, for example in the I/O motifs additional timing
information is captured so that the I/O bandwidth can be
calculated and reported in the output.

A. Communication Patterns
Motifs can be written by providing implementations for

each of the key phases of a given application. The example



Listing 1: Example StressBench Input
[JOB_NAME] TeaLeaf_CG
[NID_LIST] 6,9,17,18,33,41,58,67,

72,75,83,84,87,90,102,103
[MOTIF] AllReduce
[MOTIF] Compute -m 350000
[MOTIF] AllReduce
[MOTIF] Compute -m 350000
[MOTIF] halo2d -x 4000 -y 4000
[MOTIF] MPIIO -s 1500000 -i 1 -m 256 -f <file_path>

-n MPI_File_write_all

motifs are taken from mini-applications and can be seen in
production applications. As these patterns try to interact with
the network (a shared resource) contention increases which can
degrade application performance. These examples have been
taken from the following proxy applications; TeaLeaf [22],
CloverLeaf [23], Sweep3D [24], LULESH [25] and Hard-
ware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC) [26].

A “compute” motif is provided so that more intricate
workloads can be built. The compute motif includes the
capability to emulate load imbalance. This has been achieved
by generating a value from a specified distribution. In the case
of a Gaussian distribution the mean and standard deviation are
parameters passed to the transform function which generates
a normal deviate. The normal deviate is used as the intended
computation time.

The design of the emulated patterns depends on the commu-
nications and computation pipeline. This communication com-
putation pipeline can be extracted using an MPI tracing tool
such as Intel Trace Analyzer and Collector (ITAC) [27]. Once
the communication/computation pipeline has been extracted
the building blocks can be constructed for StressBench. In the
case of TeaLeaf there is no overlap between the communica-
tions and computation pipeline and could be implemented in-
dependent motifs. For Sweep3D the communication and com-
putation pipeline are tightly coupled so the computation has
to be integrated into the design of the motif. By understanding
the communication and computation pipeline the information
can then be built in to a motif by providing implementations to
the 3 phases. For the implementation of the 2D halo-exchange
the problem decomposition was extracted from TeaLeaf and
then rebuilt inside of the decompose functionality. The perform
functionality involved inspecting how the 2D halo-exchanges
take place and replicating the MPI library calls based upon the
provided communicator. In the deletion phase all buffers used
are freed; this is independent of the pattern being replicated.

Multiple motifs have already been implemented in Stress-
Bench:

Halo Exchanges A 2D structured halo exchange and 3D
unstructured halo exchange are provided.

AllReduce Support for two reduction operations; sum
and minimum operations.

Computation A computation motif is provided to em-
ulate computation. A distribution can be
provided to generate a load imbalance.

Incast A file I/O motif providing N-1 communi-
cations.

AllToAll An AllToAll pattern is provided in the
default package.

Sweep3D A Sweep3D motif is provided offering a
Sweep communications pattern.

PingPong A PingPong style motif is also provided
for measuring the latency while in con-
tention.

B. I/O Patterns

I/O motifs have been integrated in to StressBench to allow
the I/O subsystem to be benchmarked simultaneously to the
network. This gives the ability to understand the interactions
between I/O traffic and MPI application traffic; while these
may be configured to avoid interaction, the underlying network
has fixed resources that are shared by both types of traffic.

At present, two I/O strategies are implemented, namely N-
1 and N-N, where N is processes. These two approaches are
the most widely used within HPC applications. For example,
StressBench uses N-1 for reading input files.

Currently, these two I/O strategies can be executed through
HDF5, MPI-IO or POSIX file operations. Writes are typically
of more interest than reads but both have been developed for
StressBench.

The I/O bandwidth reported by the motifs is calculated with
Equation (1).

BW =
Bytes Read/Written

Time Taken
(1)

In an effort to validate this implementation, StressBench was
run with Darshan profiling the I/O operations. The cumulative
timings were taken from the Darshan log for the MPI-IO
operations and compared to the cumulative timings from
the the output of the motif. The ‘MPIIO F WRITE TIME’
counter from the Darshan log was used for the comparison.
The difference in the timings was less than 0.5% for 1GB
files and less than 0.01% for 10GB files. This difference is
caused by two factors: the resolution of the timers used and
the position in which the timer is placed. Darshan provides
wrappers around the I/O function calls which insert the timers
within the call while the MPI-IO motif places the timing calls
around the I/O function call which includes the calls to capture
the information for Darshan; resulting in a marginal difference
between the times reported by Darshan and MPI-IO motif.

IV. VALIDATION

A. Evaluation Hardware

We evaluate StressBench on two clusters: Tinis and Isam-
bard, that have different network architectures. Table I shows
the hardware configurations for these machines.

StressBench was compiled with GCC (8.3.0) and OpenMPI
(4.1.3) on Tinis. Isambard used the default programming
environment; Cray Compiler (9.1.3) and Cray MPI (v. 7.7.12).

Aries is Cray’s previous network generation found in Cray
XC systems. The interconnect is highly configurable and



TABLE I: Hardware Specifications

System Isambard Tinis

Node Architecture 2 × 32-core Marvell
ThunderX2 2.1 GHz

2 × 8-core Intel Xeon E5-
2630 v3 2.4 GHz

Memory per node Phase1: 256GB Phase2:
512 GB

64GB

Interconnect Cray Aries Q-Logic Infiniband
Topology Dragonfly Tapered Fat Tree
OS CLE Red Hat

scalable to many millions of endpoints. Aries has three ranks
of networks [28]. The first rank connects four nodes to a
router. The second connects four nodes inside of a group using
electrical connections; the topology inside of this is a 2D
all-to-all. The third network connects groups together using
optical links. A group is typically 384 nodes.

The fat tree in Tinis is a two level tree with a tapering of 2:1.
Tapering inside of fat trees has been studied previously [29].
Tinis comprises 212 nodes in total. Two I/O storage nodes
provide 500TB with a GPFS file system. The I/O storage nodes
sit off an additional network switch outside of the fat tree
topology. Therefore, I/O traffic must hit the root switch in
order to reach the I/O nodes.

Isambard compute nodes fit within one group connected
via electrical connections. Isambard contains 6 I/O Nodes
providing a total of 900TB of Lustre storage via a Cray
Sonexion 3000 storage cabinet.

B. Microbenchmarks

Traditional MPI benchmarks focus on peak performance.
For example, IMB and OSU are designed to run on a quiet
system.

One of the motifs built inside of StressBench is ‘PingPon-
gAllLatencies’ which runs from 0 to 4MB message sizes in
the same way as PingPong in IMB and Latency in OSU. This
motif was used in the comparison against IMB and OSU. It
is possible to measure the latency of a specific message size
inside of StressBench.

The default compiler and linker flags were used for building
the microbenchmark suites (IMB and OSU). In the case of
StressBench the default optimisation level is -O0. The latency
benchmarks were scheduled to use one core across two nodes;
each of these values were repeated 10 times across different
days to establish the average latency the benchmark may
achieve.

StressBench performed similarly to the existing MPI mi-
crobenchmarks such as PingPong resulting in slight increase
in the returned latencies.

For Tinis the average increase in the reported latency was
3.9% (maximum 11.4%) for IMB and 2.75% (maximum
8.2%) for OSU. On Isambard this average difference in the
latency was a decrease of -7.9% (maximum -26.3%) for IMB
and -29% (maximum -49.2%) for OSU. The large variability
on Isambard comes from the adaptive routing inside of the

network as each PingPong message may take a different route
to reach the desired endpoint, thus varying the latency.

Stressbench demonstrates a negligible difference between
traditional microbenchmarks and is a suitable replacement for
these traditional microbenchmarks.

C. Representative Workloads

To build a representative workload we extracted key char-
acteristics from a proxy application workflow in order to
replicate these patterns with StressBench. These key character-
istics were captured with Intel ITAC and were instrumented
to capture computation timings, using Caliper [30]. Caliper
allows for application source code to be annotated and records
snapshots during application execution.

To verify the communication patterns match they were
traced with Intel ITAC [27] and the point-to-point message
profiles captured. All point-to-point message profiles matched
the StressBench emulated version for all four proxy appli-
cations and have been left out for brevity. To further vali-
date the workload we compare the times captured inside of
StressBench with the timings from the proxy application. The
compute timings were generated using a Gaussian distribution
function parameterised to model OS jitter.

TeaLeaf is a linear solver proxy application that has a variety
of solvers. TeaLeaf solves the heat conduction equations in
both 2D and 3D using a 5 and 7 point stencil respectively. The
temperatures are cell-centred. Problem set 5 was chosen for
the selected problem and has been strong-scaled. This problem
is the crooked pipe problem in which a pipe has a lower
density than its surroundings and therefore heat travels faster
through this part of the problem domain. A Conjugate Gradient
(CG) iteration in TeaLeaf consists of two reductions with
computation and a 2D halo exchange with post computation;
this was confirmed by tracing the application with Intel ITAC
and reading through the application source code. In the case
of TeaLeaf we emulate one CG iteration.

The difference in the measured and emulated runtimes for
TeaLeaf was less than 11% difference, the average difference
was -2.7% and maximum was -10.4%. When the communica-
tion patterns were traced with Intel ITAC the message profiles
matched. The computational motif runtime provided less than
1% of the variability compared to the measured TeaLeaf run.
The large variations came from the communications, most
notably the halo exchange. In our emulation the message
packing was treated as additional computation rather than part
of the communication directly. When TeaLeaf is strong scaled
like this at larger scales the communications can dominate
the execution of an iteration; the computation roughly halves
as MPI ranks double. This occurs because the problem size
is fixed and distributed over more MPI ranks. The largest
difference between the proxy application and the emulation
is less than 11% for Tinis in the comparison.

Sweep3D is a discrete ordinates transport code [24], [31].
We have emulated a typical application run which consists of
12 iterations. The problem was weak scaled for each rank to



have a grid size of 50x50x800. The measured compute time
was 7.82ms per octant.

The average difference was -3.2% with the largest difference
-6% for 16 nodes. As the input deck was weak scaled; we felt
this was the best approach to use the average computation
time. The point-to-point message profiles for both the mea-
sured and emulation matched when compared.

LULESH is a 3D Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock
Hydrodynamics proxy application [25]. As with TeaLeaf we
have emulated one iteration; we chose to emulate the 50th iter-
ation to provide some warm up iterations. We have performed
a weak scaling study across a mesh of 813. The computation
time was 0.81s for all runs. The maximum difference was
15% between the measured and emulated; this was for the
a single node with 8 MPI ranks. For multi-node runs the
average difference was -2.2%, maximum was 15% for 1 node;
the maximum multi-node difference was -3.7% for 4 nodes.
The measured message profiles matched the emulated message
profiles for LULESH.

SWFFT is a fast Fourier transform (FFT) proxy application.
This type of communication pattern features heavily in astron-
omy related simulation codes for example Hardware/Hybrid
Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC) [26]. The FFT imple-
mentation in SWFFT is from HACC; this operates on 1D FFT
steps which are interleaved as transposition and sequential
steps. This approach reduces communication overhead. We
have emulated a forwards FFT and backwards FFT during
the emulation of the pattern. The MPI communications were
traced and the number of bytes for the point-to-point commu-
nications were recorded. The measured and emulated runtimes
for SWFFT differed by as much as 11.4% for a strong scaled
problem of 160x160x160. The average error was -7.8% for
this problem.

Wu et al. show that their application generated MPI bench-
marks from traces achieve differences within 22.1% [10].
Barrett et al. show their Message Rate MPI benchmark
shows a 30% difference when compared to OSU microbench-
marks [32]. The differences presented from StressBench are
below and comparable to similar studies. This demonstrates
that StressBench can be used to effectively emulate commu-
nication patterns found in production applications.

V. PERFORMANCE STUDIES

A. Full System Orchestration

The validated applications can be composed to mimic a rep-
resentative system workload. The mimicked workload allows
exploration of potential slowdowns as a result of job placement
and communication interactions affecting performance.

The workload we have examined utilised the communi-
cation patterns in TeaLeaf and Sweep. Applications often
perform I/O to either checkpoint or to output a visualisation.

Existing benchmark suites [5], [33] use an Incast-like
communication pattern to replicate I/O traffic. While this
communication pattern can induce similar network traffic it
often lacks the ability to replicate I/O bandwidth which means
that it could artificially clear the network. When evaluating a

mimicked workload we have used both Incast traffic and real
I/O traffic through the use of the Incast and I/O motifs.

I/O traffic patterns were added to these workloads after a
number of iterations to emulate this. The size of the I/O has
been approximated using Equation (2).

I/O Message Size =
Domain Size × variables

MPI Ranks
(2)

The system was randomly distributed to have eight jobs of
sixteen nodes each; two Sweep3D with an Incast, two TeaLeaf
with an Incast, two repeated file I/O and finally two AllToAll
Traffic. The problem domain for Sweep3D was configured
as 1003 cube and 5 iterations. The blocking factor for the
Z dimension was set to 10 and Incast message size was set to
7,111,111 bytes per rank.

For TeaLeaf the problem was configured similarly to that
used in the above validation: a domain size of 4000×4000;
five iterations were performed with an Incast motif at the end
having a total message size of 16,000,000. The Incast jobs
used a size of 480,469 bytes per MPI rank was configured
for five iterations. The AllToAll jobs used two message sizes
2048 and 4096 bytes. The file I/O was performed using an
‘MPI File write all’ call with the MPI-IO motif.

Each job was run in isolation for 20 runs under the same
resource allocation of 128 nodes with all other nodes not
being provided jobs. All jobs were then combined to execute
concurrently across the 128 jobs 30 times.

Fig. 1 shows how each of the jobs performed in isolation and
under contention with I/O traffic on Tinis. The mean is shown
with the diamond inside of the box plots and the line represents
the median. For Sweep3D the worst case slowdown was 1.2×;
for TeaLeaf we show a 1.4× slowdown when the applications
are trying to run in contention with other applications on the
system. The AllToAll applications were slowed down by 1.2×
and the Incast application on Tinis was slowed down by 1.1×.

Fig. 2 shows the how Sweep3D and TeaLeaf performed in
isolation and under contention with I/O traffic on Isambard.
The worst case slowdown for Sweep3D was 1.02×, TeaLeaf
1.02×, the Incast application was slowed down by 1.7× and
AllToAll was 1.03×.

Chunduri et al. present a congestion impact (CI) metric [5],
shown in Equation (3).

CI =
tcongested

tisolated
(3)

As discussed previously, an Incast pattern can provide a
similar communication pattern to file I/O. As such we ran the
same jobs with the Incast motif rather than an MPI-IO Write
motif. Table II shows how the CI differs between Incast and
the use of file I/O on both systems. It is clear that the impact
of using real file I/O is greater than using an Incast motif.

Due to the transient nature of the traffic hotspots it is
possible that messages are unaffected by network contention
resulting in no congestion impact for motifs.
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on Isambard

B. I/O Study

This study examines the interactions between I/O traffic and
application traffic, and the performance degradation of both of
these with StressBench.

There is a presumption that I/O traffic interferes with
application traffic yet no such study exists quantifying this
interference. As such, we have designed this study to cover
breadth rather than depth into a specific interaction. The
study focuses on some common communication patterns from
applications; we use the validated patterns mentioned above.

To understand the interactions between application commu-
nications and I/O traffic we have run a range of application
patterns against some large file sizes which would cause
congestion inside of the network. In order to ascertain suitable
file sizes we analysed the file sizes on four storage systems
at NERSC. The data was collected using RobinHood policy

TABLE II: Comparison of CI for Incast and File I/O for
Applications

Tinis Isambard
Pattern Incast MPIIO Incast MPIIO

Sweep 1 1.0068 1.0744 1.0146 1.4664
Sweep 2 1.0010 1.1356 1.0331 1.4266
TeaLeaf 1 1.0172 1.4094 1.0157 1.7936
TeaLeaf 2 1.0707 1.1345 1.0196 1.4392
Incast 1 1.0088 1.1314 1.0004 1.6109
Incast 2 1.0426 1.1161 1.0021 1.6868
All To All 2K 1.0157 1.1917 1.0137 1.0327
All To All 4K 1.0587 1.0000 1.2327 1.0014

Fig. 3: Job Placement, Diagonal and Hash lines represent
different applications

engine [34] and inserting the POSIX information in to a
mySQL database [35], [36]. The data provided consisted of
the size of files as reported by the inode for each file [36]. We
grouped the data in to 5 buckets: 0GB, 1GB, 10GB, 100GB
and 500GB. The largest amount of files reside in the less than
1GB bucket.

In an effort to negate background network noise the runs
performed the pattern in isolation and then in contention; each
job then completed this 10 times. This was done to ensure
that the isolated and contended runs performed as close as
possible to each other such that they would have an equivalent
background noise. These jobs were repeated at differing times
across a week to achieve best and worst case background
network noise. Each motif in the run was configured to run for
at least 30 seconds so that the network can get fully congested
and links can be exhausted. This ensures that any adaptive
routing algorithms has time to take affect on communication
patterns. Previous work has shown that system load can
interfere with latency sensitive messages [37].

The study not only looked at the the effects of pattern
and file size but also the effects on job placement. Three job
placement schemes were used; linear, interleaved and random;
Figure 3 shows how the three placement schemes differ.

For runs on Tinis 32 nodes were utilised while on Isambard
256 node runs were used. The small runs on Tinis is sufficient
to stress the network given that the fat tree is tapered and the
I/O nodes sit off the root switch. Both sets of runs consisted
of a 50:50 split between the communication pattern of interest
and offending I/O traffic.

To assess the performance degradation we compare the CI.
Table III shows how the CI differs against the four file sizes
tested for Tinis and Isambard.

In the case of Tinis the file size seems to have negligible
difference in the impact on the performance. Rather, the job
locality has a greater impact. This is due to the fat tree network



topology deployed in Tinis. Traffic that can be routed between
nodes across the same switch are unlikely to suffer because
of the file I/O traffic, such as the linear job placement. This
results in a slowdown of communication time thus increasing
the application runtime.

I/O traffic generated on Isambard has a greater effect on
application communication traffic (shown in Table III). This
is most notable with a linear placement; with this network it
is also observed that I/O traffic size impacts the application
communication traffic.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrates a reconfigurable tool for bench-
marking network performance for MPI applications. The ap-
proach presented allows for domain complexity to be ab-
stracted away so that the underlying network performance
can be studied using real-world communication patterns. The
patterns being studied can be implemented with MPI directly
requiring no external infrastructure. These patterns can then
be connected together to look at how applications utilise
the network while in contention with other communication
patterns.

By chaining multiple motifs together applications can easily
be replicated within StressBench, we demonstrate that runtime
differences are less than 15% for a variety of applications.

The presented orchestration of several applications running
concurrently shows that StressBench is a suitable tool for
evaluating network performance; with applications such as
TeaLeaf running 1.4× on a fat tree slower while in contention
with other applications. We also show that real I/O traffic has
a greater impact on application communication performance
resulting in larger slowdowns when compared to Incast like
application traffic. These slow downs results longer time
to solutions and more computation resources being used to
facilitate the runs as wallclock times are increased to ensure
jobs complete. This can impact on research budget where the
computation resource is fixed.

We have shown how on systems with adaptive routing that
file size affects the performance rather than the placement of
the jobs; while on systems with static routing such as those
in fat trees we have shown that job location is more likely
to cause issues with contention. To mitigate this contention
jobs could be scheduled to avoid being placed linearly and
instead interleaved; this may improve the performance of the
application communication patterns.

Possible extensions to this work include more validated
communication patterns from other scientific disciplines and
machine learning applications, as well as the addition of I/O
libraries to allow for better replication of applications.
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